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IPS CELEBRATES TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 

 
- Providing Innovative and Cost Effective Engineering, Construction, Project Controls and Compliance Services 

for Technically Complex Research and Manufacturing Facilities Worldwide - 

 

Blue Bell, PA; April 22, 2014 – IPS-Integrated Project Services, Inc. (IPS), a leading, full-service 

engineering, construction, commissioning and qualification firm dedicated to helping clients succeed with 

capital projects and improve operations, today celebrates the Company’s Twenty-Fifth Anniversary.  

 

“Congratulations as we celebrate twenty-five years of Knowledge, Skill and Passion”, stated Dave Goswami, 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, IPS. “I am proud to acknowledge the anniversary of the founding of 

IPS. From our humble beginnings in Malvern to our current fourteen offices in six countries, we have 

successfully designed constructed, commissioned and qualified thousands of projects around the world and 

developed countless relationships with clients who continue to look to us for our innovative business 

solutions and our superior technical expertise.” 

 

Goswami continued, “Our success comes from our two biggest assets, our clients and employees. Our 

customers continually show their confidence in us by giving us their business, by sharing new opportunities 

and by recommending us to others.  We are grateful for that confidence and we continually do all we can to 

earn it.  Thanks to our talented and dedicated employees, we have the exceptional ability to help our clients 

achieve their project and business goals and generate great value…a tribute to our combined Knowledge, 

Skill and Passion.  That effort and dedication gives us all reason to be excited about our future. On behalf of 

the entire Senior Management Team, I would like to say thank you to all of our employees, clients and 

partners for all you have done in making our first 25 years so very successful.  We’re very proud of reaching 

this quarter-century milestone and in a very competitive and rapidly changing industry; we’re looking 

forward to what the next 25 years will bring.” 

 

 About IPS  

IPS-Integrated Project Services is a global leader in developing innovative and cost effective solutions for 

the engineering, construction, commissioning and qualification of complex pharmaceutical and biotech 

research and manufacturing facilities. With technical expertise spanning R&D to pilot-scale to large-scale 

production, our team specializes in the technology, trends and regulatory environment to successfully deliver 

capital projects and improve operations. For twenty-five years, we have applied unique LEAN 

methodologies throughout the project life cycle, continually finding ways to do things better and more 

efficiently, delivering higher quality and controlling costs. Headquartered in Blue Bell, PA, IPS is a multi-

national company with over 750 professionals and offices in California, Indiana, Massachusetts, New Jersey, 

North Carolina, Brazil, China, United Kingdom and four locations in India. Visit us at www.ipsdb.com. 
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